Compact tungsten wire array z-pinches imploded on the Z generator at Sandia National Laboratories have proven to be a powerful, reproducible, x-ray source. Wire arrays have also been used in dynamic hohlraum radiation flow experiments, and as an intense K-shell source, while the generator has been used extensively for isentropic compression experiments. A problem shared by all these applications is current loss preventing the ~20MA drive current from being reliably coupled to the load. This potentially degrades performance, while uncertainties in how this loss is described limits our predictive capability.
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Current is delivered to the load through four magnetically insulated vacuum transmission lines coupled into a single feed through a double post hole convolute. A significant (multi-MA), load dependant, current loss is known to occur at this convolute. Furthermore, simulation results of wire array implosions are consistent with an additional current loss occurring in the feed between the convolute and the load.
We present 3D, resistive MHD simulations of wire array loads, and sections of the power feed which we couple to a four level transmission line equivalent model of the Zgenerator. We detail how convolute loss on Z, both before and after its recent refurbishment, may be described by a resistive plasma short forming from the motion of plasma into the convolute. We then use current and voltage diagnostics combined with load and feed simulations to quantify current loss in the final power feed, and describe how this loss may be reduced through our choice of feed geometry. ________________________________ * Work supported by DOE/NNSA. Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the US Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
